State: California
Date: March 26, 2004
Form:		CLTA Form 127
		ALTA Form 15
Subject:	Nonimputation – Full Equity Transfer

Requirements for Issuance:
Approval to issue this endorsement must be obtained from Counsel or Regional Underwriting personnel.
The party or parties whose knowledge will not be imputed must execute and submit affidavits. Sample affidavits for partners, corporate officers and members of limited liability companies are attached. These affidavits may need to be modified to fit the facts of a particular transaction.
	Financial statements from the party or parties whose knowledge will not be imputed or from the entity in question may also be required in appropriate circumstances.

Explanation:
This endorsement was designed to be issued with a new owner's policy that insures the existing entity that owns the land. It can be very important coverage in a situation where the owning entity is losing all of its partners, members or shareholders (prior equity holders) and gaining new equity holders in a sale of the entity. The buyers of the entity want the new policy and this endorsement so they are covered for loss if the entity does not in fact own the land or the title is different than represented and insured. The new equity holders do not want to be stuck with the prior unknown acts of the entity or knowledge of its prior equity holders that have not been disclosed. Some would call this "nonimputation coverage" but reality is that in the situation described, this endorsement puts the incoming equity holders in a similar position to a bona fide purchaser without knowledge in a real estate purchase. This is so even though they are not purchasing real estate but rather the personal property interest of the equity ownership of the entity that owns the real estate.
Another situation where this endorsement works well is a transaction that is not a "full equity transfer" but rather a deal where an entity is taking title to some land and one of the equity holders of the entity is contributing the land to the entity in exchange for an equity interest in the entity. The entity purchases title insurance on the land and later finds out that the prior owner (contributing partner, member or shareholder) created or knew about a title defect at the time the land was contributed to the entity but did not disclose it. Without this endorsement an insurer may deny liability for any loss based upon the fact that the title defect is one that was created, suffered, assumed or agreed to, or known about by the insured but not disclosed to the insurer. This denial of coverage would be based upon the fact that at the time the policy was issued one of the equity holders of the insured entity (the equity holder contributing the land) had knowledge of or otherwise created or agreed to the title problem. The insurer could assert that this information was imputed by law to the insured entity. Therefore it is as though the insured entity had the knowledge or had created the problem. With this endorsement the insured entity would not lose its coverage for the title defect just because of the prior knowledge, acts or inaction of the contributing equity holder.

